SHARE MARKET SHORTLIST
Shortlist the best Shares from BSE & NSE that suits you

Earning becomes easy here in
Share Trading Business

Nirvig Business Solutions
www.nirvig.com/sms
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1. It is a service provided by Nirvig Business Solutions
through their online site www.nirvig.com.
2. Users can get the shortlist of best performing shares from
the stock exchanges BSE and NSE.
3. Parameters for shortlist can be set by the users
themselves based on their capacity and need.
4. Outputs are available immediately upon request.
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Trading in Share Market becomes best business in terms of earning good profit. Knowledge about the
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share trading and choosing the best company shares to invest in is the major area of question where
everyone struggles. One can approach the share market advisor or can search for best stocks from
internet browsers, but all those advises will be at a generic level and that may not suit the
requirement of the users whose need may be a different one.
Getting a customized advice and shortlist of good performing shares that suits the needs and
capacity of the users who are searching for the best stocks from the stock exchanges is rare and
difficult. Here from Nirvig Business Solutions, this issue is resolved and the shortlist of best shares
are provided in the hands of the users in few minutes.
Users can compare and analyze the shortlisted shares and invest on the companies as per their
choice. Hence it gives complete freedom and best advice on taking right decision to choose the best
company shares among the thousands of shares traded in BSE and NSE.

1.

This service can be availed by any person in India and abroad for shortlist of best shares in BSE
and NSE.
2. No separate registration required for avail this service; just navigate to www.nirvig.com/sms.
3. No software purchase or periodical subscription payments. Just use as and when needed.
4. Outputs are arrived from latest market data, hence ensures the updated results.
5. Output can be received either in e-mail or just in screen itself as required.
6. No manual intervention, that ensures accuracy of data.
7. No paper documents. Both the request and output are in online.
8. No tedious procedure or form filling process. Just fill your requirement and take the output.
9. Available online at any time – 24x7, 365 days a year.
10. Number of companies to shortlist can be up to 100. This ensures the wide range of data.
11. Shortlisted companies can be verified with the codes as it is with BSE and NSE websites.
12. Shortlist is driven by the user inputs, hence that gives the flexibility of choosing the requirement.

Step1 : Go to the site http://www.nirvig.com/sms
Step2 : Fill the input options and your personal details at the form.
Step3 : Click on “Submit and make payment” button.
Step4 : Make your online payment at the next screen.
Step5 : Output is delivered – either in screen or to your email address as per the preference given in the form as input.

It is as simple as this.

Ask your questions and support at:info@nirvig.com
Phone: +91-7200590522

Nirvig Business Solutions
www.nirvig.com

